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We keep hearing conversations at events, workshops and planning meetings about the            
importance of including young people in the UK migration sector and increasing the             
representation of people with lived experience of migration in charity and not-for-profit            
organisations campaigning on migrants’ rights. Yet, comparatively little strategic and          
structured work has been done to include these voices, particularly those of young EU              
migrants. the3million Young Europeans Network aims to fill in this gap in the UK migration               
sector. 

1. Vision 
 
1.1. the3million Young Europeans Network (henceforth referred to as ‘YE Network’) is a             
network of volunteers and represents the youth wing of the organisation the3million.  
 
1.2. The YE Network is a space for people who identify themselves as young Europeans to                
debate, collaborate, organise, plan, and deliver research, advocacy and outreach activities           
on EU citizens’ rights.  
 
1.3. We are committed to maintaining and expanding the rights of all immigrants, from within               
and outside EEA countries. We recognise that there are many commonalities in the             
obstacles we face, while also acknowledging the impacts of historically specific differences            
in legislation, impacting differently on EU and non-EU citizens’ rights in the UK. 



 
1.4. The YE Network has four overarching aims:  

1.  To develop bottom-up models of policy making on EU citizens’ rights;  
2. To increase the representation of young Europeans with lived experiences of            
migration in the UK migration sector;  
3. To give a platform to young Europeans to speak for themselves through             
informative, outreach, policy and media events; 
4. To deliver research, policy or outreach projects about young Europeans’ issues,            
conducted by young Europeans themselves from design to dissemination. 

 
1.5. The YE Network is not affiliated with any political party in the UK or internationally. 
 
1.6. The YE Network encourages cross-party discussion amongst young people, including           
different views on the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. As the3million itself, the YE Network               
does not take a position on the 2016 EU referendum debate in the UK. 
 

2.Campaign goals 
2.1. The YE Network currently has two main policy areas on EU citizens’ rights directly 
relevant to the3million: access to British citizenship, and political rights and representation. 
Throughout our campaigning, we aim to challenge and change negative narratives about 
migrants in our society. 
 
2.2. Our campaigns focus on recognising legal differences in the position of EU and non-EU 
migrants, and strive to create a level playing field and advocate for the rights of all migrants. 
 
2.3. On access to British citizenship, we are campaigning to develop on the 
recommendations of the3million’s ‘Rights and Representation’ Young Europeans Report 
(2020). This includes: 

1. Reviewing the cost of British citizenship naturalisation and registration processes; 
2. Reviewing dual citizenship rules disproportionately affecting some EU nationalities; 
3. A closer alignment of EU Settlement Scheme with citizenship application criteria (e.g. 

absence requirements); 
4. Reviewing the ‘Life in the UK’ test to align closer to relevant information one needs 

when living in the UK, rather than testing the applicant’s memorisation skills; 
5. Increasing the availability of accessible, public information targeted to EU citizens 

about citizenship requirements, barriers and benefits; 
6. Protecting the rights of those who cannot or choose not to become British citizens, 

recognising that citizenship is a personal choice. 
 
2.4. On political rights & representation, we are campaigning to develop on the 
recommendations of the3million’s ‘Rights and Representation’ Young Europeans Report 
(2020). This includes: 



1. Raising awareness of the importance of local politics and current local election voting 
rights that EU citizens have; 

2. Campaigning to maintain EU citizens’ local election voting rights beyond 2021 and to 
expand local election voting rights to all migrants resident in the UK; 

3. Raising awareness of local election candidacy rights of EU citizens; 
4. Campaigning to maintain EU citizens’ local election candidacy rights beyond 2021 

and to expand local election candidacy rights to all migrants resident in the UK; 
5. Encouraging young Europeans to get involved in politics, to increase the 

representation of EU citizens in political life; 
6. Campaigning for increased young EU citizens’ voter turnout in the upcoming local 

elections. 
 

2.5. In addition to these two policy areas which are directly linked to the3million’s 
campaigning, the Young Europeans Network will carry out other campaigns of interest which 
fit with the broader values of the3million, such as promoting the rights of EU students. 
 
2.6. We are committed to campaign for migrants to be seen as equals in media and political 
debates. Our campaigns will contribute to create a positive and more human-centered image 
of migrants, showing how the meaning of migrants’ ‘contribution’ goes beyond a narrow 
economic lens. In this sense, the YE Network will organise a Young Europeans’ Week on 
social media in 2021, highlighting migrants’ stories and connecting them to our key 
campaigns at the time. 

3. Joining the Network 
 
3.1. The YE Network is a network of volunteers which can self-organise around the3million’s              
key campaign goals. 
 
3.2. There is no fee to be part of the Network. 
 
3.3. The YE Network is linked to the3million through the Young Europeans’ Network             
Manager, Alexandra Bulat, who is a staff member of the3million. 
 
3.4. The YE Network is accepting new volunteers on a rolling basis from anyone who               
identifies as a young European and who shares our campaign goals and vision. Requests              
for volunteering will be reviewed by the Young Europeans Network Committee every week             
during the weekly meetings. Those interested to become a member can apply via this              
Google form: https://forms.gle/NF7rHRFp1bwbSFdE8  
 
3.5. The YE Network has four levels of volunteering, depending on the volunteer’s             
availability: 

1. Follower. Joining our mailing list for regular updates. This is useful for those who              
wish to keep in touch with campaign developments and attend one-off events and             
activities. 

https://www.the3million.org.uk/goals
https://forms.gle/NF7rHRFp1bwbSFdE8


2. Ambassador. Joining some weekly meetings and online conversations on Discord,          
without being part of the steering committee. This is ideal for those who want to do                
more than staying in touch, contributing to the discussions and promoting our            
activities to others, but who cannot commit regularly to contributions or meetings. 

3. Committee Member. Joining weekly meetings and online conversations on Discord          
and being part of the steering committee. This option is for those who can attend at                
least two meetings a month (2 out of 4 weekly meetings) and participate in              
decision-making processes. 

4. Guru (or doing a bit of everything). In addition to point 3, playing a key role in a                  
project or campaign. This could be volunteering for a campaign the3million is already             
developing, or proposing your own idea to the YE Network individually or in             
collaboration with others. 

 
3.6. The YE Network campaigns focus on issues affecting young Europeans in the UK, but               
young people living anywhere in the world can join if interested in these issues. 

4.  Decision making process 
4.1. The YE Network decision-making process will take place in the weekly meetings             
through online voting (either using Zoom polls or through a show of hands, depending on the                
issue and numbers attending). 
 
4.2. The weekly meetings will include members of the Committee and other members             
attending one-off meetings. 
 
4.3. These meetings currently take place bi-monthly on Tuesdays 7-8 pm (UK time) and              
bi-monthly on Thursdays 7-8 pm (UK time) on Zoom. An agenda is distributed on the               
Monday before the meeting to all YE Network members. Any members’ requests for             
additions to the agenda should be communicated before 5pm on that Monday. 
 
4.4. There is a quorum of 8 members (including the Young Europeans Network Manager) for               
strategic decisions (e.g. what should be the next campaign) to be valid. This quorum will be                
reviewed in November 2020 upon the expansion of the Network. 
 
4.5. There is a quorum of 4 members for operational decisions (e.g. who will film a video for                  
a campaign that has already been decided) to be valid. This quorum will be reviewed in                
November 2020 upon the expansion of the Network. 
 
4.6. There are specific roles within the Committee, to ensure smooth proceedings: 

1. Weekly Meetings Co-Chair and the3million Network Manager: Alexandra Bulat 
Alexandra is the link of the Network with the3million and will be responsible for volunteer               
management, organising the meetings and usually chairing the operational conversations,          
as well as reporting the YE Network’s contributions to the3million.  
 
 



2. Weekly Meetings Co-Chair: Lara Parizotto 
The Tuesday meetings will normally be chaired by Lara, while the Thursday meetings will be               
normally chaired by Alexandra. The topic-based discussion parts of the meetings can be             
chaired by any member who notifies the Chair at least 2 days before the scheduled meeting. 
 

3. Weekly Meetings Secretary: Neele Wiltgen 
The Secretary will be responsible for taking minutes of weekly meetings and uploading them              
on Discord, and delegating this responsibility to another committee member when absent.  
 
4.7. The roles within the Committee will be collectively reviewed as the YE Network develops               
and increases its membership and campaigns. 
 
4.8. Outside the weekly meetings, conversations will take place on our Young Europeans             
Network Discord server. Once a member joins, they will be sent an invite link to join the                 
Discord server if they wish to participate there. 
 
4.9. We do not accept any form of discriminatory speech on any of our forums. The Discord                 
server is moderated and there are rules one needs to follow when they join. 
 

5. Collaboration with other organisations 
 
5.1. The YE Network is open to collaboration proposals from other citizens’ rights and youth               
organisations in the UK or internationally. 
 
5.2. The YE Network is keen to co-organise events targeted to young migrants which are               
linked to our campaign goals. 
 
5.3. The YE Network is open to discussion and collaboration with any organisation sharing              
our vision, but will not endorse any political position or political party or organisation. 
 
 
 
 
 
This document has been written by Alexandra Bulat, Young Europeans Network Manager at             
the3million, with contributions from Young Europeans Network volunteers.  
 
This document was last updated on 24 September 2020. 
 
 
 


